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The five tricks to finals!
By Maryann Rehani
 “I’m so gonna fail this final... What am I gonna do?” If you’re in high 
school, there’s probably a good chance that you’ve heard someone say that... 
Well, there’s no need to be scared because I have the perfect tips for you! In 
order to study well and succeed once finals come around, follow these help-
ful hints and let the studying begin!
1. Find a quiet place to start off. Don’t go to the mall food court and expect
to learn about the Cold War. Many people go to places like Starbucks or
Barnes and Noble for a more quiet venue. If you don’t want to spend money,
Memorial has a beautiful LMC with a silent area in the back, and there are
tons of public libraries in the area!
2. Turn off your electronics. Don’t check your Snapchat between every
math problem. Try finishing a section and then going on Twitter or Insta-
gram. You’d be surprised how much time goes by when you’re answering
questions on Ask.fm...
3. Think positively! If you go into an exam “knowing” that you’re gonna
fail, chances are, you probably won’t do too hot. Statistics do show that 
people who are confident about doing well tend to do better on their tests 
than those who don’t... Go to your test with this attitude: “I know more than I 
think I do!” rather than “I know none of this, get me
out of here!”
4. Make a review or study guide. Take a sheet of paper and write down
everything you know that has any correlation to the subject. Most teachers
 give out a review sheet, especially for finals... Make use of it! Cross
off what you already know and mark what you don’t. You’ll actually absorb
a lot of the information by writing down the definitions and concepts.
5. Study with friends! It makes things a lot more fun and you may actually
learn more than working alone. Work with friends that you know want to
do well on the final too. As long as you don’t get sidetracked, studying with
friends is a great tactic to learn... You can quiz one another, share what you
know and just have fun!
So, I hope that after reading a few tips, you’ll try them out, see what
works for you, and ace your finals! Remember, everyone’s different, so even
if one of your friends knows almost all of the material and they’ve barely
opened the book, don’t get annoyed. Different people learn at different
paces... Best of luck on all of your finals!

A Note From the Editor
By Idris Boukahil

Unweighted vs. 
Weighted:  

How Memorial’s 
Grading System Could 

Affect Your High 
School Career
By Marcus Fennessy
As first semester winds down 

and finals loom closer, students of 
Memorial are concerning themselves 
with earning good grades. Why? 
Because everyone wants to maintain 
a strong grade point average, or 
GPA. A student’s GPA is a number 
that many use as a reference point 
to determine that student’s academic 
standing. Here at Memorial a four 
point unweighted system is applied 
in determining GPA, meaning if a 
student receives an “A” in a class, 
the number 4 is attached to that class 
to calculate the cumulative GPA 
for that student. If a student earns 
a “B”, a three is attached, if a “C”, 
a two, and so on. By averaging all 
the numbers that are associated to 
the grades a student receives in their 
high school career, one can calculate 
their high school GPA. For example, 
if a student earns three B’s, two A’s 
and one C in a semester, their GPA 
would be 3.17. However, at a school 
like Memorial that offers a wide 
range of classes including Advanced 
Placement and Honors courses, one 
may question whether unweighted 
GPA is the most fair route of 
academic comparison.

It is possible to make the 
case that AP classes require more 
time and work than non-accelerated 
classes, since AP’s are supposed 
to be the same level of rigor as a 
college class. But in the unweighted 
GPA system, an A in a class such 
as AP Chemistry is the same as an 
A in much lower level chemistry 
class, which is clearly not the 
case. The students who are taking 
AP Chemistry chose to challenge 
themselves above and beyond what 
is required of them, yet are not 
rewarded as such. If they take the 
AP class and receive a “B” when 
they could have taken a less rigorous 
chemistry course, such a general 
chemistry, and received an “A”, with 
an unweighted GPA, the students 
from the AP chemistry class are 
being penalized.

A solution to this problem 
is capitalizing on a weighted GPA 
system, in which the grades received 
in advanced classes at Memorial 
earn students more “points” when 
calculating their GPA. For example, 
if a student earns an “A” in an AP 
class they would receive five points 
instead of four to calculate their 
GPA, with a “B” worth four, and so 
on. Therefore, if a student earns 3 
B’s, an A, and a C while taking all 
advanced classes, s/he would earn 
a GPA of 4.0 instead of 3.0. This 
way, students who opt to take more 
advanced classes are rewarded for 
challenging themselves and doing 
more work. In addition, a weighted 
GPA system would motivate students 
to take more advanced classes at 
Memorial, since they would be less 
worried about taking harder classes 
due to fear of hurting their GPA.

Furthermore, GPA is used 
to determine various awards in at 

Memorial such as High Honors, 
which require students to maintain 
a GPA of 3.8 or higher during their 
high school career through the 
first semester of senior year. There 
are also several organizations and 
individuals outside of school such 
as employers, scholarship providers, 
and colleges that consider GPA 
as a factor in judging a student’s 
academic merit. Yet our school’s 
current GPA system is awarding 
those who may not have challenged 
themselves as greatly as other 
students who pursued the most 
rigorous courses at Memorial.

Without a doubt, GPA 
matters. A weighted GPA creates 
a more equitable system, which 
motivates students to take more 
rigorous classes that would better 
prepare them for college. Without 
weighted GPA, there is a lack of 
incentive to take the harder classes 
that are offered, since students could 
take non-advanced classes and boost 
their GPA rather than risk hurting it. 
With the current system, it is easy for 
students to feel like they are being 
punished for pushing the envelope 
and creating academic challenges for 
themselves, which is clearly not what 
Memorial wants.

Welcome back!
 I hope you all had a 
wonderful break. Now that the fun is 
over, it’s time to face finals. But fear 
not! We here at the Sword and Shield 
are bringing you some essential 
tips to pass that tough final you’re 
worried about. Need a study break? 
Relax and read some Prep Profiles 
or browse some of the photos from 
the Cupcake Smack Down. And if 
you haven’t already done so, please 
congratulate Sylvan Gu and Will 
Blanchard on winning 1st place 
for the Joe Foss Institute “Being 
American” Video Scholarship with 
their video, “The Flag”.
While we may be half way done 
with the school year, there are 
still plenty of issues left. If you 
are interested in writing an article, 
please do not hesitate to contact us at 
jmmswordnshield@gmail.com. 
Good luck on finals and keep warm!
Best,
Idris

“Meetcha New Teachas” 
by Tian-Tian He
We have new teachers at Memorial!
 In the spirit of the New Year, change is being honored here at Me-
morial. Not only have we welcomed a new freshman class, modified rules 
in favor of the students (for those of you still not aware of the electronics 
policy, please refer to the October 2013 issue of Sword & Shield), and made 
our resolutions, but we have welcomed several wonderful new members to 
the staff of JMM! This month’s Sword & Shield is here to help you guys get 
to know the new staff a little better. I delved into the issue by conducting the 
following interviews:
Name: Daniel Walkner
Staff Position: English 10 & Applied Lit. 
Teacher
 T: What is your favorite thing about Memo-
rial?
DW: The kids, for sure. It’s definitely a lot 
of action, which I like, and controlled chaos 
sometimes with the discussions. The staff’s 
been really great to me as far as helping me 
find things, and helping with resources. My 
favorite thing is interacting with the stu-
dents though, for sure. 
T: What’s your favorite food?
DW: Eggplant Parmesan. It’s off the chain.
T: Who is your favorite cartoon character?
DW: As a fan of cats, I’ve always liked the 
Thunder Cats and Panthro was a wonderful 
Thunder Cat.
T: What’s your favorite activity, and why?
DW: I like travelling because it’s always nice to just meet and talk to 
other people and see crazy things and crazy places. Also, playing music – 
I have been playing music for a long time and toured all over the coun-
try and just released an LP. And a record – I’ve got about 4 CDs out and 
the record is called “Wrenclaw” and it’s a vinyl record. I’ll kind of like, 
tour behind that around spring and summer. 
T: Where did you work or study before coming to Memorial?
DW: I’ve had jobs since I was in fifth grade. My first job was setting 
pins for miniature bowling. But I’ve done everything – I’ve worked in 
factories, I’ve worked as a janitor, I’ve worked in restaurants, I’ve done 
a music audition. But last year I was at East [High School] teaching 
English, and it was really great. I’ve worked at over 40 schools in the 
district, substituting and other work.  

Continued on Page 4
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Health Class
by Sean Bruesewitz
Health class is a requirement for 
all students at JMM. I asked Mrs. 
Polster a few questions about why 
she likes the course and teaching it.
Q: Why do you think health class 
is important?
A: It is a class that is all about you! 
Without your health you would 
not be here. It is important to learn 
about taking care of yourself so 
you live a healthy life.
Q: Do you like teaching health 
class? Why?
A: Yes- because of the reasons 
above. What you eat and how you 
live affects your life everyday
Q: What is your favorite unit to 
teach? Why?
A: Sex education – because 
students are very much engaged in 
this unit.
Q: What is the student’s favorite 
unit of the class? Why do you think 
that is?
A: Sex education- The students 
like talking about this subject. 
They sometimes think they 
know everything then they learn 
something new.
Q: Who’s your favorite TA?
A: Sean Bruesewitz of course! :)

Administrators Catch Student 
Walking Halls without Pass

Satire by Ryan Das
 In a recent landmark investigation, school administrators were
able to track down and detain a student who had tried to use the bathroom 
without a pass from his teacher in an attempt to crack down on illegal 
hallway usage. On December 17th, 2013, school principals coordinated 
with security guards to track down and make the first apprehension for
passless hallway walking since the rules were first enacted in 2011.
Police questioned the student, who pleaded innocent and denied that he
was even in the halls at the time. Breakthroughs in technology were taken
advantage of in order to coordinate the arrest. Text messages between 
security guards and neighborhood principals gave instantaneous updates 
on the whereabouts of the student to properly link him to the crime. 
“They move so fast, just when you get a tip off that someone doesn’t 
have a pass, they’re gone,” said one frustrated school administrator. 
Security cameras clearly showed that the student was without a pass. The 
student denied this claim, saying that he had the pass in his pocket. An 
undercover security guard, disguised as a pillar, infiltrated the student’s 
class to witness him leave without his planner. Once the administration 
had gathered sufficient evidence, a warrant was issued and he was 
confronted and detained without a struggle. Administrators celebrated, 
calling the event “a major victory in the War on Delinquency. “This is 
an important stepping stone because hallway delinquency is the gateway 
to other types of delinquency, like cutting in the lunch line.” Another 
security guard commented that, “Today’s a big day; I think the tide 
could finally be turning.” Administration is now looking to tackle the 
problem of drug usage and cheating on tests. They reassured us that “it’s 
a process. We can only handle so much, and this is a big first step.” 

The above article is for entertainment purposes only. All characters appearing in 
this article are fictitious. Any resemblance to real persons, living or dead, is purely 
coincidental.

Social Justice Book 
Club looks to raise 

money for education 
across the world

By Jeremy Gottlieb
Social Justice Book Club 

will be 
raising 
money 
after 
finals 
for the 
charities 
Afghan 
Institute 
of 

Learning (AIL) and Lights for 
Learning. 

AIL works to empower 
Afghans by expanding 
their educational and health 
opportunities. It was founded 
in 1995 as a female run, non-
governmental organization 
to address crises of the poor, 
especially, but not limited to, 
women and children. 70% of its 
employees are women, and AIL 
runs educational learning centers 
ranging from early childhood 
education to universities. 

Following the fall of the 
Taliban in 2001, AIL has been 
critical in fostering self-reliance 
and community involvement in 
Afghanistan—providing for over 
420,000 each year with medical 
and reproductive health care, skills 
training, teacher training, and 
human rights classes. Since 1996 
AIL has had an impacted over 10 
million people, and in 2012 started 
5 new health clinics, 38 learning 
centers, and supplied education for 
19,474 students.

Lights for Learning is a 
non-profit designed to provide 
solar-powered LED lamps to 
families in some of the most 
destitute nations. Each lamp 
can be purchased for $16 and 
provides around four hours of 
light after a full day charging. 
These lamps eliminate the need for 
kerosene lamps, and are cost and 
oil efficient. The Madison based 
project has already seen results 
in Rwanda, where kids have 
been able to study after nightfall 
raising their performance in 
school and decreasing the dropout 
rate. In areas where electricity is 
unavailable or unpredictable, these 
lamps can change lives.

Look for Social 
Justice Book Club members 
to be fundraising and raising 
awareness. If you would like more 
information please contact a Social 
Justice Book Club member, or 
come to one of their meetings at 
7:30 a.m. on Thursdays.

Women’s Club 
by Cassidy Nelson

This winter a handful of 
senior girls decided it was time to 
open up a dialogue on the subject 
of being women. The new club 
pledges to serve as a place to 
openly share experiences, build 
awareness of women’s issues, 
share feminist media, and make 
our school and world a more 
understanding place. Each week 
a meeting is held either Thursday 
after-school or Friday mornings. 
Each meeting has a particular focus 
and members are encouraged to 
bring material they would like to 
share and discuss on the subject. 
Along with voicing opinions, each 
meeting’s goal is to brainstorm 
solutions. Future projects 
include fundraising for Women’s 
organizations, volunteering at the 
local YWCA and women’s health 
clinics, and hosting documentary 
viewing parties. Even before the 
first meeting, Women’s Club was 
picking up momentum. Within 
the week, the idea had spread to 
over 30 members who actively 
engaged one another via Facebook, 
sharing empowering videos, 
articles and pictures. Contrary to 
popular belief, the women’s rights 
movement is far from over. If you 
are interested in joining or just 
want a better idea of what we’re all 
about, feel free to join “Women’s 
Club” on Facebook. 
  

“Dear Mrs. Betty Loeffler” 
AKA Sword & Shield’s last retraction ever about the  

statement that JMM mistakenly published 2 months ago 
regarding Mr. Tom Hardin’s future in school plays

by Tian-Tian He
 It was “a high school mistake” (Hardin, Tom December 19th 
2013). In two previous issues of the Sword and Shield, we had stated that 
Tom Hardin, English teacher and head of the school’s drama department, 
was no longer going to be involved with DDAF activities. We were frig-
gin’ wrong. Our lies have hurt, confused, and offended countless victims. 
Most notably, Mrs. Betty Loefler – Rock Neighborhood Office secretary 
and apparently avid subscriber to the Sword and Shield. 
 Dear Mrs. Loeffler, our sources (and by that, I really mean Mr. 
Hardin) indicate that you have demanded the truth. We apologize deeply 
for not delivering it sooner. Sometimes even the almighty Sword and 
Shield hosts screw-ups—we know exactly who to blame this time, 
though I won’t name names— we’re here to restore our credibility.
 TOM HARDIN IS NOT PLANNING ON RETIRING FROM DRAMA 
OR FORENSICS—OR TEACHING, FOR THAT MATTER—ANY 
TIME SOON. That’s right folks, our favorite (or rather, only) Forensics 
head coach and JMM Drama director is still Tom Hardin. 
 Moon over Buffalo was the only exception to the above state-
ment to date. The reason Mr. Josh Newland was directing that play was 
because Newland had performed it when he went to school and therefore 
had more experience with it. Hardin produced that play—supervised set 
production, ticket sales, and advertising posters—like he normally does. 
Hardin will continue to direct the Winter Musical (Singing in the Rain – 
EVERYONE SHOULD GO SEE IT) and the Spring Play.
 We do have a valid excuse for this double misprint - I found this 
out after interrogating the man behind the faulty articles for hours. Both 
times, Sword & Shield sent the same reporter to interview Hardin. Both 
times, our reporter attempted to play Candy Crush while conducting said 
interview. Both times, his gaming distraction caused him to write down 
the wrong information, so when we put the articles to print, our facts 
were the complete opposite of the truth.  
 Thankfully, Mr. Tom Hardin is not upset. He has stated, “It’s no 
big deal.” In fact, nobody was really upset, except for the woman who 
approached Hardin and demanded to know just what the heck was going 
on. So hopefully, this clears up everything. If any of the people reading 
this article still has questions, keep them to yourself. Thank you and have 
a nice day.
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“The Flag” - In Retrospect
by Sylvan Gu 
Looking back at “The Flag”, a video promoting the pledge that I made way 
back in September, I had no idea that it would have such an impact at Memo-
rial High School. My original intention for the video was for it to be submit-
ted to a video scholarship contest, and that was it. When I heard about this 
scholarship from a friend of mine, I whipped up the video within a few days 
in collaboration with Will Blanchard and his story about his grandfather, 
hoping to win the scholarship. Again, I never had the thought that the video 
would be shown to anyone but the people at the Joe Foss Institute in Arizona. 
Over a month, “The Flag” was in the Top 12 of all the videos through vot-
ing from friends and family. Only final judging from the institute remained, 
and sure enough, I got a call weeks later that I had won 1st place. It was a fantastic experience and showed me that 
if I put effort into my own work and ideas that it could very well lead to success. However, when Mr. Frontier asked 
me if the clip could be broadcasted on Spartan News, the video would do much more than simply winning a scholar-
ship. After its showing, the rate at which people have stood for the pledge has increased dramatically. I remember the 
first few weeks of school in my class, where only one or two people in the entire class stood. Now, based on teacher 
responses on the video, most classes have seen an increase in standing for the pledge, with almost half of the class 
up on their feet. It has truly been remarkable for me to see this change. Even I stopped standing ever since middle 
school up until the creation of “The Flag”. It is incredible for me to see how one video has made a change in so many 
people’s mind. By no means was the video meant to put shame on people who didn’t stand, but it was simply to raise 
the question of why many don’t. Some may have religious reasons or issues with the words said in the pledge, but 
most may not have a very strong reason, so the video was to raise awareness to the current state. What a change it 
has made, and I am still amazed to this day.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Lx7DFguBRE

Cupcake Smackdown; And the Winner Is...
By Joe Hoffmann
 The 4th annual Cupcake Smackdown was
Friday, December 20th. Students competed in
a cupcake baking extravaganza. The rules were
simple: bake a dozen cupcakes containing no nuts
and submit them on December 20th before first
period. The cakes then were judged and a winner
chosen. The cupcakes were then available for 
purchase in the A-wing foyer during lunch, to be 
picked up afterschool at the same location.
The CupcakeSmackdown luckily still happened 

because the school was not closed for an ice day as it was the year before. 
The Cupcake Smackdown was a great success, and cupcakes were judged, sold, and 
eaten. There was a large variety of cupcakes, from the classic unbeatable chocolate 
chocolate to the rainbow frosted vanilla. The stand for the cupcakes was jam-packed 
during 1st lunch and it slowly was eaten up, down to just a few by the end of 2nd 
lunch. The winner of the Cupcake Smackdown obtained the prize of a brand new
iPod Touch.
This was won
by, the one-of-
a-kind cup-
cake decora-
tor, Andrew
Forslund,
who “took the
cake” with his
design featur-
ing a coral
reef topped
with edible
pearls in oysters’ mouths.

Recent Controversial Issues over Saying the 
Pledge of Allegiance
By Isabella Wu
 The pledge has been a prominent issue recently. To pledge or not to 
pledge? It’s up to you to decide. These recent controversial issues cover a 
portion of the disagreement over the pledge. 
1. Teacher Suspended after Forcing Student to Say the Pledge of 
Allegiance--  A Florida teacher was recently suspended this fall for forcing 
a 4th grade Jehovah’s Witness student to say the pledge of allegiance. 
Jehovah’s Witnesses are a Christian denomination, and followers do not 
worship objects. The teacher had allowed him to opt out of reciting it before. 
The boy would stand out of respect for the country, but would not place his 
hand over his heart. On September 11th though, for respect of our country, the 
teacher placed his hand over his heart, despite his protests. The next day, she 
admonished the class, saying “In my classroom, everyone will do the pledge; 
no religion says you can’t do the pledge. If you can’t put your hand on your 
heart, then you need to move out of the country.”  The District found her to 
have violated “a number of state education rules”.  She was suspended for 
five days without pay, and instructed to attend a diversity class. 

2. High School Principal Cancels Reciting the Pledge Due to 
Government Shutdown-- A Nebraska high school principal Pat Jones 
announced to his school on October 7th that the pledge would not take 
place due to the government’s failure to function (the shutdown started 
October 1st). The community caused quite a backlash on the subject, calling 
and e-mailing the school board, stating their grievances. Some students 
were also upset, and one got up and said the pledge anyways. The District 
superintendent Troy Unicker may have reprimanded Jones, although would 
not say for certain. Jones states that his actions were to start conversation 
among his students regarding the shutdown.  “There were some positive 
aspects that came out of it, but (skipping the pledge) is not something we 
will do again,” Unzicker said.

3. International School Parents Spark Controversy over Saying Pledge-- 
John Staton International School’s new principal, Jesely Alvarez recently 
decided to instill the pledge as a daily routine at the school.  The school has 

promoted multiculturalism since its 
beginnings, and did not recognize 
the pledge until now. But Jesely 
Alverez changed that asserting, “As 
adults in this school community, 
I believe it is important that we 
follow rules.” George Ptasinski, 
the father of a student, countered, 
“But what if the law’s a bad law? 
‘Separate but equal’ was the law of 
the land for a while. Was it right to 

enforce?” PTSA treasurer Janet Robinson defended the decision, stating that 
recitation would be an opportunity about American liberty. ““It’s a symbol of 
our country,” Robinson said of the flag. Even this hasn’t quenched parent’s 
concerns, though. “But it’s ‘I pledge allegiance to the flag,’ not even the 
country,” a parent responded. Yet the majority of parents are delighted with 
the advancement, and the district fully backs the change.

4. South Dakota Veterans Push for Pledge in High School; School Board 
Receives Death Threats-- Six veterans pushed for a mandatory pledge 
recitation in high school in South Dakota earlier this year. “This is what 
we are asking, ten seconds a day from standup until sit down. Ten seconds 
to recite the Pledge of Allegiance each day,” said a veteran. But the school 
board didn’t buy it. Kate Parker, a school board member stated that “We 
felt that we wanted to make that clear that at the high school level, we 
don’t. There’s not always an opportunity to have the Pledge of Allegiance 
spoken every day.” Member Doug Morrison backed her, saying “Just the 
challenge of being able to find a period within a high school day to be able 
to say it consistently appears to be a challenge.” The school apparently 
had a complex schedule, and the board voted unanimously to reject the 
veterans’ suggestions. But that wasn’t the end of it. Some members of the 
school received death threats after their decision. This evidently was enough 
of mind blower to push the school board into accepting the decision. State 
Representative Hal Wick has stated he will introduce a bill in the Legislature 
next year requiring all school children in South Dakota to recite the pledge 
every day.



Daniel Walkner continued...
T: What is the ideal student?
DW: Somebody who asks, “Why do 
we have to do this?” because you 
have to give them a good answer, 
otherwise you’re fooling yourself 
and you’re fooling everybody else. 
So, somebody who does the work 
but for the most part, they’re not just 
going to do everything that’s handed 
to them. They have to see the neces-
sity – so it keeps you on your toes. 
T: What was your favorite class 
when you went to school?
DW: May favorite class was Eng-
lish class, and art. English because I 
always liked reading, reading outside 
of school. And I didn’t necessarily 
like the stuff that teachers made me 
read, but I did learn from a lot of 
it. And art - art was just great. My 
brother was in art, and he was a good 
artist, so we had class together and it 
was fun. 
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Name: John Hornacek 
Favorite Class: Math 
Current Sport: Swimming 
Career Highlights: Making new 
friends 
I love swimming because: Good 

sport with good guys 
Season goal: Kick butt 
Other sports: Cross coun-
try 
I love being a Spartan 
because: Everyone’s so 
friendly 
Most memorable moment 
in sports: When Ben 
Anderson moved Eli 
Petersen’s car and made 
him think he got towed 
Most embarrassing mo-

ment in sports: Broke my toe play-
ing frisbee 
Everyone on the team knows me as 
that guy who… Uses the “water 
wonder” kickboard 
Pregame music playlist: Trio- Los 
Panchos 
Pregame fuel: Banana 
Most inspirational teammate: Chris 
McCarthy 
Favorite Athlete: 
Marcus Fennessy 
Favorite opponent: 
Marcus Fennessy 
I wish I could com-
pete against: Serena 
Williams 
Favorite movie: Na-
poleon Dynamite 
Favorite TV show: 
Spongebob 
I describe myself as: 
Ready
I look up to… Peter 
Szotkowski 
I can’t live without… 
Lunch 
I wish I could meet: 
Bob Saget 
During the Olympics I watched: 
Swimming 
Did you know… I did not date Zoe 
Sprout or Ben Horman in middle 
school 
Post-High school plans: Go to Cal 
Poly 
On the bucket list: See NSYNC live

Name: Sam Szotkowski 
Favorite Class: Anatomy & Physiol-
ogy 
Current Sport: Swimming 
Career Highlights: Beating my 
brother in the 100 Fly at this year’s 
alumni meet 
I love basketball because: LeBron 
James is just so darn fun to watch 
Season goal: Getting 3 breaststro-
kers under 59 seconds so we can 
shave our coach’s head 
Other sports: Cross Country, Ul-
timate Frisbee, Amateur Pizza Eat-
ing 
I love being a Spartan because: 
We’re unlike any other school 
Most memorable moment in sports: 
Beating Nathan Eckerle on the 
basketball court 1 on 1 
Most embarrassing moment in 
sports: At practice a few days ago 
when the back of my suit got torn 
to shreds 
Pregame music playlist: “Hey Ya!” 
by Outkast on a loop 
Pregame fuel: Frosted animal 
crackers and fiber bars 
Most inspirational teammate: John 
Hornacek 
Favorite Athlete: John Hornacek 
Favorite opponent: Peter Szotkows-
ki and John Hornacek 
I wish I could compete against: John 
Hornacek 
Favorite movie: It’s a tie between 
Shawshank Redemption and Big 
Money Rustlas 
Favorite TV show: Avatar: The Last 
Airbender 
I describe myself as: 17 y/o male, 
6’0” 155 lbs, last seen wearing a 
stocking cap on Madison’s west 
side 
I look up to: My man Karl Richters 
I can’t live without: Water (both the 
drinking and pool varieties) 
I wish I could meet: My spirit ani-
mal, the tiger shark 
During the Olympics I watched: TV 
Did you know: Ohio is the only US 
State that shares no letters with 
the word “mackerel” 
Post-High school plans: Go to col-
lege somewhere 
On the bucket list: Get a tattoo. Of 
a bucket.

Name: Kaitlin Worman 
Favorite Class: Spanish 
Current Sport: Basketball 
I love basketball because: It gives 
me a chance to not only do what I 
love but also to bond with people 
who share the same passions as I 
do. 
Season goal: To continue to work 
hard and win games, and also to 
help prepare the team for success 
in the future. 
Other sports: dance, cross country 
I love being a Spartan because: My 
teammates, classmates, teachers, 
and coaches all share a sense of 
pride in our school and have made 
high school a great experience for 
me. 
Most memorable moment in sports: 
Crossing the finish line of my first 
half marathon 
Most embarrassing moment in 
sports: Scoring at the wrong basket 
in 5th grade 
Pregame music playlist: Timber 
-Kesha 
Pregame fuel: Panera or Noodles & 
Company 
Most inspirational teammate: Defi-
nitely Mariah Ortega-Flowers, she 
is always positive and gives good 
advice on and off the court. 
Favorite athlete: Michael Jordan 
Favorite opponent: Playing (beat-
ing) West is always fun 
I wish I could compete against: Any 
team in a state tournament game 
Favorite movie: Kangaroo Jack 
Favorite TV show: Gossip Girl 
I describe myself as: A hard worker 
I look up to: Our basketball coach 
because he believes in us and is 
willing to do everything he can to 
ensure we are prepared and suc-
cessful 
I can’t live without: My family and 
the support they give me, both in 
sports and life in general 
I wish I could meet: The president 
During the Olympics I watched: 
Gymnastics 
Did you know: I have been playing 
basketball since I was 7 
Post-high school plans: Go to col-

New Teachers 
Continued from pg 1

Name: Deb Conway 
Staff Position: Psychologist
T: What is your favorite thing about 
Memorial?
DC: The amount of opportuni-
ties that kids have to get involved, 
whether it’s clubs or sports or 
different classes. I love the diverse 
population and there’s just so 
many different kids here and it’s 
neat to see all of them being as 
involved as can be.
T: What’s your favorite food?
DC: Fettuccini Alfredo.
T: Who is your favorite cartoon 
character?
DC: Hmm… Goofy. 
T: What’s your favorite activity and 
why?
DC: Right now, with the snow, I 
love cross country skiing. There’s 
nothing like going outside with the 
snow falling and the tall trees and 
it’s just so peaceful and quiet. It 
helps me get centered, and I’m a 
big advocate of winter and a big 
advocate of snow. I think all kids 
need to get outside and just play in 
the snow, and adults too. 
T: Where did you work or study 
before coming to Memorial?
DC: I was at Middleton/Cross-
Plains for 19 years as a school 
psychologist and a school coun-
selor. I was at the elementary level 
so I’m really excited to be back 
at the high school level because 
I also used to teach high school 

Name: Melinda 
Brady-Osborne 
Staff Position: Spe-
cial Ed, Math, 
English, and help-
ing with the online 
program in the 
Wolf Neighborhood 
Center
T: What is your favor-
ite thing about Memo-
rial?
MO: The people. 
It’s hard to put into 
words, but I knew 
when I came here 
as a student teacher 
that it was just a 
special place. Even 

though teaching is a job, I always 
have a lot of fun. The students are 
awesome. I’ve always felt that I 
belong here, and that’s important 
for anybody in any situation. 
T: What’s your favorite food, cartoon 
character, activity, and why?
MO: My favorite food would be 
food. I love to eat. Pizza’s got to be 
my favorite.
T: Who is your favorite cartoon 
character?
MO:  SpongeBob – he’s got a great 
attitude and great way of ap-
proaching life. He always sees the 
best in people. 
T: What’s your favorite activity and 
why?
MO: Playing volleyball. My second 
favorite would have to be coaching 
volleyball. It’s my favorite social 
thing to do but it’s also my favorite 
game. I’ve always enjoyed it.
T: Where did you work or study 
before coming to Memorial?
MO: I was a scientist. I worked 
in Biotech at a company called 
Promega and right after that, I 
worked in the Biochemistry de-
partment of the UW before I came 
to Memorial. We studied how 
viruses are involved in cancer. I 
worked in labs for probably 20 
years, and I was just ready for 
something different. 
T: What is the ideal student?
MO: What I look for is curiosity. 
If a student has curiosity, then the 
rest falls into place.
T: What was your favorite class 
when you went to school?
MO: AP History and chemistry. 
What made it was the teachers 
– they were just really passion-
ate and they always had so many 
stories to tell. My history teacher 
made history into a story, which 
made it seem more real. My chem-
istry teacher made it fun, and I 
just liked chemistry. 

New Teachers 

lege somewhere close to home 
On the bucket list: Travel all 
around the world New Teachers continued on pg. 8
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Madison  |  7202 Mineral Point Rd.
Across from West Towne Mall on Mineral Point Rd. 

608.827.0033  |  www.oldchicago.com

“Old Chicago” and the “Old Chicago Pizza & Taproom” logo are registered TM’s of Craftworks Restaurants & Breweries Group, INC. ©2013. 

Show your Spartan Student or Faculty ID and receive 
15% off your food purchase, through March 31st! 

Come by Old Chicago and enjoy shareable 
starters, craveable calzones and flavorful 

pizzas. For team events, bring the whole gang 
over, we’ve got you covered with room to 

accommodate groups up to 75 people.

SPARTAN ID DISCOUNT
AT YOUR MADISON OLD CHICAGO

American Hustle 
By Dane Peplinski 
From the director of Silver Linings Playbook and The Fighter, Dave O. 
Russell’s new movie American Hustle is a movie filled with great acting. 
The movie stars Jennifer Lawrence, Bradley Cooper, Christian Bale, and 
Amy Adams. The movie also is filled with visually amazingly vintage fash-
ion and hairstyles that throw you back to the 1970’s. It’s also filmed in the 
same fashion a 70’s film was like back in the day. The director of the movie 
really keeps it at a vintage distant. The movie plot itself is a bit confusing in 
the first half hour because it is shown in flashbacks. The rest of the movie 
is shown as present time of the movie. This movie is a  masterpiece and it 
has been nominated for 7 golden globes already and it’s also about to be 
nominated for some Oscars as well. The movie was really neat and unique in 
its own astounding way. I give American Hustle a 9 out of 10 stars and it is 
definitely worth your time and your money to see it at a theater near you!

The Hobbit:The Desolation of Smaug
By Dane Peplinski 
The Desolation of Smaug is the 
second chapter to the LOTR prequel 
series, The Hobbit. It starts off from 
the ending of the last movie with 
Bilbo’s gang and Gandolph finishing 
their journey making it to the Lonely 
Mountain with Smaug waking up 
awaiting them. This movie is so 
amazing in so many ways. The acting 
is brilliant, the CGI and art direction 
scenery of the film are very prodi-
gious, and the storyline itself makes 
the film even more interesting than 
the first one and it really does keep 
you on the edge of your seat. The 
only thing I didn’t like about this film 
is that I purchased a ticket for this 
film not knowing it was in 3D. The 
movie is filmed with a high frame 
rate (HFR) that is a faster moving 
paced using a new camera technol-
ogy and the cinema photographic 
movement. so that it’s not blurry. The 
45 HFR drove me nuts and it made 
me irritated!  I will definitely be going to see The Hobbit sequel again but ex-
cept not in 3D this time!! Overall, I give this movie 9 out of 10 stars and I do 
wish it luck on winning some Oscars. Besides that, if you can handle 3D then 
go see it in that format or you can just go see it in 2D at a theater near you! 
It’s worth it to see at the theaters!

LAX Shooting
by Amol Rajesh
 On the morning of November 1st, 2013, Paul Ciancia, a 23-year old 
resident of New Jersey, entered Los Angeles International airport, pulled out 
his assault rifle and began shooting repeatedly at unarmed Transportation 
Security Administration (TSA) agents.  Unfortunately, a 39-year-old TSA 
officer, Gerardo I. Hernandez, was a victim of Ciancia’s attack, and later 
died due to multiple gunshot wounds. Ciancia’s attack also resulted in the 
wounding of three others before the police shot him and took him into police 
custody.  He was in serious medical condition but was released from the 
hospital on November 11th, and currently in federal custody.
 As stated by a witness, the gunman was wearing a bulletproof vest 
and military-type clothing.  According to a handwritten note found in the 
duffel bag, he had “made the conscious decision to try to kill” multiple 
TSA employees and he wanted to “instill fear in their traitorous minds”.   In 
addition, his letter contained possible references to the New World Order, a 
conspiracy theory that predicts a totalitarian one-world government. In his 
duffel bag, Ciancia also had “hundreds of rounds” (bullets) according to an 
official. 
 The maximum punishment for Ciancia’s heinous act is the death 
penalty. Although it is almost certain the Paul Ciancia acted alone in his 
rampage, it is interesting why he targeted the unarmed TSA officers. The 
Transportation Security Administration is a branch of Homeland Security 
and was started in 2001, to prevent another terrorist attack like 9/11.  TSA 
officers, known for their signature blue uniform, are in charge of airport 
security screening. Despite being associated with annoying metal detectors 
and interesting security procedures, little do people know that they are often 
unarmed. Paul Ciancia’s rampage has sparked a nationwide call for TSA 
officers to be armed. Advocates say that arming TSA officers would make 
the job of protecting a huge airport much easier. Since TSA officers are the 
first line of defense against terrorist activities targeting airlines, this idea may 
have popular support.  
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I’ve been drawing and creating 
with anything I could get my hands on 
ever since I could grab, be it a building 
block or crayon. Since then, my art work 
has become the major focus of my life, 
second only to my God, Jesus Christ. 
 I was home-schooled through 
my grade school and middle school 
years, so there were never very many 
opportunities for me to expand my 
talents. Nevertheless, with much 
encouragement from older artists that I 
knew, I was motivated to push myself and learn as much as I could on my 
own. 
 When I was twelve, I took a very generic art class with a group 
of other home-schoolers through a program called M.A.S.F. (Madison 
Area School Friends). I didn’t learn very much then, but it opened up the 
opportunity for me to teach the very same art class two years later. It was 
then that I learned more in the span of a few months than I had in the last 
year. I found that when teaching, my own skills improved and I became 
excited to push myself even further. This eventually led to me taking lessons 
here at Memorial this year.  
 My art is a 
gateway to making 
an impression on the 
world around me. 
Sometimes it’s a tool 
that I use to share 
what I love and help 
people know me 
better, and sometimes 
it’s a skill set meant 
just for me, simply 
because I really 
enjoy it. Either way, 
art is a part of my 
life that will never go 
away, and I intend to 
never stop learning 
more and more.

Katie Hartman

Horoscopes
from the S&S

Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) An inner light will guide you through 
this year. Your persepctive of the world outside will change a lot 
and you will be able to understand reality at work. During this 
year, you cannot be influenced by others rather others will be by 
you. Now is the time when you will be able to make wise judg-
ments. Make sure that emotions do not always hold the sway.
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) This year will bring in new surprises 
for you and bring out the best in you. You need to be aware of 
the changes happening around you to move forward in life. Chal-
lenging tasks will come from nowhere and you need to handle 
them with audacity avoiding complacency and procrastination of 
all sorts. Give priority to your ambitions and ideals in life. 

Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) This is a year when you will be 
able to bring shape to your long found dreams and ideals in life. 
Let your actions in this regard be simple and apt. Major changes 
are likely in your lifestyle during the course of the year. Make 
sure that you do the talking and decision–making in important 
tasks at school.

Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) Do show your individuality when 
it comes to showing off your creativity to the outside world. Try 
to sort out any hitches in relationships during this time. Of course 
there will be internal conflicts and tensions in your personal life.

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18)  This is a year when 
your emotions will be the highest. There will be 
much success in your personal life. Live in harmo-
ny with the environment around you. Your creativ-
ity comes out but let your inspiration create new 
changes. You are likely to be slow and steady in 
your personal moves during this year. 

Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) This year will bring 
in goodness, strength and cheer in your life. An 
unusually good number of opportunities will come 
your way. You will be able to venture into un-
known territories. Your diverse thoughts coupled 
with major changes will diversify your interests. Let go off the 
past and face the present world with confidence and renewed 
vigor.

Aries (Mar 21 - April 19) The year 2014 will be a wonderful 
year for you.  You will be able to complete all tasks that have 
been planning for so long. This year will also bring high energy 
activities into your life like going on an adventurous trip.  

Taurus (April 20 - May 20) This year will bring about major 
changes in your personal and academic life. You should be steer-
ing away from unwanted bad habits which are likely to take a toll 
on your peace of mind. Switch to new activities and  your mental 
state will be stronger than usual during the course of this year. 
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) Peace and harmony will be experi-
enced at home and at school. Your environment will be subtle for 
most of this year.  Certain controversies that had been bothering 
you will now come to an end.  Avoid being a dull-head.

Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) Your academic life will be satisfac-
tory for this year. Success will come to you from all areas. All 
the efforts put in by you in past years will start to yield results 
this year. Projects involving co-operative works will fare well. 

Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) You will be able to meet much of your 
ambitions and ideals in life thanks to your will power and sheer 
hard work. Radical changes are likely in life during the course of 
this year.  You are in for making important decisions in life re-
lated to personal life. You will have ample time in hand to enjoy 
life.
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) This is a year your social circle ex-
pands and you will gain new connections and links in life. There 
will be major changes in life like recognition for your artistic 
works. Focus all your energy to do your best with life. You can 
do some for the community as well like going in for some social 
or charity works. This is the time of your life when you gain 
much repute from the society around.

Happy New Year!!



Nelson Mandela 
  By Vishal Narayanaswamy 
On December 5, 2013, former South African President and anti-apartheid 
activist Nelson Mandela 
passed away at the age of 
95. An instrumental force 
in ending institutionalized 
racism and colonialism 
in South Africa, Mandela 
leaves behind a legacy 
of nonviolence and 
humanitarianism. 
Born on July 18, 1918 
into the Madiba clan 
of the Xhosa ethnic 
group’s royal Thembu 
family, Mandela was 
named “Rolihlahla”, or 
“troublemaker”. In his 
early days, he adopted 
the name “Nelson”, 
after an exchange about 
“Christian” names with 
his primary school 
teacher. As a young man, Nelson Mandela studied law at South Africa’s 
University of Fort Hare and University of Witwatersrand, ultimately setting 
his sights on combating the nation’s system of racial segregation- apartheid. 
Due to strong Dutch colonial rule and Afrikaner minority rule, South Africa 
during Mandela’s era had become a deeply segregated nation ruled by a 
policy known as apartheid- or “apart-hood”- in which the minority white 
government enforced poorer social, economic, and civil opportunities upon 
different racial groups. From Indians to native South Africans, apartheid 
oppressed many and gave Mandela a cause to pursue. 
 In 1944, Mandela joined the African National Congress (ANC), a 
democratic nationalist political party, and spearheaded the opposition to 
apartheid. Through ardent political work, Mandela eventually entered the 
ANC’s highest ranks and coordinated its 1952 Defiance Campaign, a protest 
against apartheid centered upon principles of civil disobedience. Taking 
cues from leaders like Mahatma Gandhi, Mandela advocated for peaceful 
noncooperation with the racist South African government, but soon found 
himself persecuted by the authorities. Seeing intensifying police crackdowns 
as too powerful to peacefully counter, Mandela and the ANC’s Youth 
League began to turn their attention to more guerilla warfare-like tactics in 
the struggle against apartheid. With aid from the South African Communist 
Party, Mandela organized a campaign of sabotage against the government. In 
August 1962, Mandela was arrested on charges of treason and sentenced to 
life in prison for the ANC’s anti-apartheid activities. Although his organized 
resistance activities had been halted, Mandela reaffirmed his commitment 
to peace as he was taken to prison, stating that democracy was “an ideal for 
which I am prepared to die”. 
 For 27 years, Nelson Mandela was imprisoned in Cape Town’s 
Robben Island, Pollsmoor, and Victor Verster  prisons as outside pressure 
mounted for his release. The broad influence of apartheid had discredited 
South Africa’s government on the international stage, and the atrocities 
committed by the South African authorities, such as the killing of 69 
unarmed protesters at Sharpeville, had left the country internationally 
isolated. Throughout the latter 1980s and early 1990s, Mandela negotiated 
with South African President FW de Klerk for an end to apartheid. Upon 
being released from prison in 1990, Mandela pursued the implementation 
of democratic, constitutional foundations for post-apartheid South Africa, 
subsequently being elected as the nation’s first black president in 1994. 
Throughout his presidency, Mandela ensured the transfer of South Africa 
from an oppressive minority-rule to an all-inclusive democracy, spearheading 
domestic social programs and willingly relinquishing his country’s nuclear 
stockpile. In 1999, Mandela retained his commitment to democracy and  
stepped down as President after one term. 
 In his post-presidential years, Nelson Mandela became a strong 
advocate for HIV/AIDS awareness and founded the charitable Nelson 
Mandela Foundation For Memory and Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund. 
A fearless freedom-fighter, forgiving pacifist, and respectable statesman, 
Mandela espoused and embellished the ideals of democracy and equality for 
generations to come. 

Stop Watching Me!
  By Vishal Narayanaswamy 
In recent months, the newspaper The Guardian and whistleblower Edward 
Snowden have revealed that the United States’ National Security Agency, 
or NSA, has been conducting massive covert surveillance operations on 
both the domestic and international fronts. From collecting information 
on Americans’ phone calls and emails to allegedly wiretapping German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s cellphone, the NSA has received much criticism 
for its activities. Although the Obama administration defends the NSA’s 
programs as crucial to national security and a recent ruling by a New York 
District Judge declared the collection of phone metadata legal, the NSA’s 
activities remain unnecessary, counterproductive, and deeply troubling.
Firstly, the NSA’s surveillance program is unnecessary because of its 
limited effect on counter-terror efforts. Although the NSA has stated that 
current surveillance programs have thwarted 54 terrorist attacks, recent 
Congressional testimony revealed that the program has only been crucial 
to stopping one terrorist-related incident in which a San Diego cab driver 
transferred a small amount of money to the militant group al-Shabaab. 
Furthermore, NSA coordination with the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) 
in stopping drug cartels has limited effectiveness due to the DEA’s own 
vast database of telecommunication records, thus eliminating much of the 
need for NSA information . Given the disproportional loss of civil liberties, 
limited threat of terrorism, and general sense of fear and distrust of the NSA, 
such surveillance programs are unnecessary today.
 Secondly, the NSA’s programs are actually counterproductive in 
relation to their intended goals. In seeking out targets by using typical 
internet surveillance or exploiting loopholes in anonymous networks like 
TOR, the NSA only drives terrorist and criminal networks deeper into the 
internet- regions known as the “dark web”- that have become increasingly 
harder to monitor or penetrate. Furthermore, Reuters News reports that 
NSA-DEA coordination has led to increased government corruption, as 
DEA agents have been ordered to conceal the investigative process of joint 
operations by creating “false paper trails”, undermining both government 
transparency and a fair justice system. According to the Christian Science 
Monitor, the US cloud computing sector is also projected to lose 22 to 35 
billion dollars in the next three years because of consumer distrust of NSA 
involvement with technological firms. On the international front, the NSA’s 
surveillance of our allies, such as France, Germany, and Mexico, only serves 
to perpetuate distrust and dissuade cooperation in joint operations such as the 
War on Terror. 
 Finally, and perhaps most shockingly, the NSA’s activities have long 
term impacts on the American public that are deeply troubling.  According 
to the LA Times, after the NSA’s surveillance activities were revealed 
by Edward Snowden, sales of George Orwell’s dystopian novel 1984 
skyrocketed, reflecting the general sense of anxiety and fear in the American 
public. This sense of fear, according to the Harvard Law Review, extends 
into a long-term deterioration of democracy known as “the chilling effect”. 
Essentially, the social power of NSA surveillance can lead to the suppression 
and coercion of minority views, thereby curtailing and “chilling” free speech 
and violating the Constitution’s First Amendment. The Electronic Frontier 
Foundation recently revealed 22 cases in which NSA has chilled free speech, 
including cases of Islamic organizations, privacy watchdogs, and pro-
marijuana groups limiting public activity for fear of government persecution 
or scrutiny. In the long term, such suppression of free speech- even out of 
the perception of government overreach- can limit popular involvement in 
democratic foundations like elections, resulting in a greatly disconnected and 
dysfunctional American public and government. 
 The future of NSA surveillance remains in a legal tossup today, 
as judicial rulings across the country are mixed as to whether the NSA’s 
activities are constitutional. Given the unnecessary nature, counter-
productiveness, and long-term harms of NSA surveillance, it is vital that 
the courts, Congress, and the American people ensure that the line between 
security and liberty remains clearly defined.

Chinese Air Defense Identification Zone
byAmol Rajesh
 On November 23rd, China announced 
to the world that a large portion of 
International East Asian airspace would be a 
part of China’s new Air Defense Identification 
Zone (ADIZ). In a country’s ADIZ, anyone 
flying in that airspace has to follow specific 
rules.  For example, they have to maintain a 
specific radio frequency and file flight plans 
with the country’s government. An ADIZ means that a specific country 
claims that airspace and if needed could escort or shoot down unwanted 
planes.  The ADIZ is China’s way to telling the world that they are laying 
stake to the airspace around the territories that the Chinese feel is rightfully 
theirs.  For example, the Chinese have long laid stake to the Diaoyu/Senkaku 
islands, which are currently under Japanese control, and which lies within 
the new Chinese ADIZ.    The Chinese ADIZ has created many problems 
with other countries. The Chinese ADIZ overlaps with the Japanese ADIZ 
and Japanese territory. Similarly Taiwan and South Korea also have interests 
overlapped with the Chinese ADIZ. On November 26th, America sent two 
B-52 bombers over the Chinese ADIZ without giving the Chinese prior 
notice or complying with the zone’s rules. Soon after, South Korean and 
Japanese fighter jets flew over the zone also without giving the Chinese prior 

notice. This signaled 
to the Chinese and 
the rest of the world 
that America, Japan 
and South Korea did 
not recognize the 
Chinese ADIZ. The 
Chinese responded 
by saying they 
monitored and 
identified the foreign 
aircraft, but that 
they did not take any other action.   However, the new 
Chinese ADIZ has economic implications. Airlines that 
need to fly though the Chinese ADIZ have to be careful 
and follow the zone’s rules, because the last thing a 
civilian airline wants to do is to be is in the middle of 
a shootout!  Thus it is likely that nearly all the civilian 
airlines flying through the disputed airspace will be filing 
their flight plans with all governments that have declared 
an ADIZ in that airspace.  
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although he also said recently he has enjoyed Mumford & Sons as well. 
- R.E.M.
- Toto
- Indigo Girls
- Fleetwood Mac
- Peter, Paul, & Mary (specifically their political activism)

 Another month has passed 
and once again, S&S has sought 
out teachers to share with us their 
wonderful music tastes. We talked 
with Ms. Yahr, Mrs. Cook, and Mr. 
O’Shaunessy this month to see what 
their favorite songs and musical 
artists are. It’s a new year, and with 
a new year comes new music and 
new preferences. Take this time to 
rediscover your passion for music 
and delve into all the new hits on the 
radio! Now, let’s take a look at how 
these teachers feel about music.

Ms. Yahr tends 
to listen to 
music while in 
the car or when 
snowboarding, 
although she 
has yet to hit the 
slopes this win-
ter. Music is an 

“excellent form of expression” but 
it can have “too much influence on 
someone.” While she enjoys listen-
ing to music, Ms. Yahr wishes she 
had some sort of musical talent as 
she claims to have “no rhythm.” She 
used to play the violin in elementary 
school, however, and sure could 
play a mean “Can-can.” Overall, her 
music falls into the alternative genre. 
Fun fact: Ms. Yahr has seen Dispatch 
perform more the eight times. Decid-
ing on top artists was difficult for 
her, so instead, here are some of Ms. 
Yahr’s favorite songs. 
- Camilo; Elias- Dispatch
- Silver Thunderbird- Marc Cohn 
- Mad World (any rendition)
- The Lighthouse’s Tale- Nickel 
Creek
- Crazy Game of Poker- O A R

Having just gone to see Matt Na-
thanson and The Head and The Heart 

live, Mrs. Cook 
has a diverse 
mix of musical 
tastes, rang-
ing all over the 
place with pop, 
country, and 

alternative blues/ rock. Music has 
the ability to change her mood and 
bring back memories. It can “remind 
me of past events in my life,” she 
tells us. As a science teacher, Ms. 
Cook is also fascinated by the physi-
ological effects music can have on a 
person. She usually listens to music 
when driving, cooking, cleaning, and 
enjoys the Gypsy Kings especially 
when trying to get work done, which 
can be hard when teaching Fresh-
men.
- Robert Johnson
- Tracy Chapman
- U2
- Ingrid Michaelson
- Bonnie Raitt

For Mr. 
O’Shaunessy, 
music has 
always been a 
part of his life 
and makes him 
happy. Some 
memories of his 
that involve mu-

sic include growing up playing the 
Irish Fiddle, teaching himself how 
to play the tin whistle, and making 
cassette tapes in grade school. Mr. O 
listens to music often, whether it’s in 
the car, cleaning/cooking, or socializ-
ing with friends. Aside from being a 
game show host, Mr. O’s dream has 
always been to be a back-up singer 
in a band as he likes the tambourine 
and, according to Mrs. Cook, is good 
at karaoke. A hard list to solidify, 
here are Mr. O’s picks for top artists, 

New Teachers 
Continued from pg 4
Deb Conway continued...

Name: Robin Amado 
Staff Position: Librarian and English 11 Teacher
T: What is your favorite thing about Memorial?
RA: I love that there’s so many opportunities for students 
to get involved – with lots of different extracurricular 
activities and types of classes. I think there’s a lot of 
student choice, which is great. And I love how mo-
tivated students are here to succeed academically; I 
can see that in the library all the time. Students are 
working very hard. The high expectations here are 
fantastic. 
T: What’s your favorite food?
RA: I love all food, but I guess I would say dessert is my 
favorite. More specifically, chocolate – I love Reece’s 
Peanut Butter Cups. But a sustaining food would 
probably be pizza.
T: Who is your favorite cartoon character?
RA: I need to think about that because I don’t have a 
TV, so I don’t watch cartoons. I did when I was kid. 
I would probably say Nemo. It’s my favorite Pixar 
movie and I love the adventure that he goes on and 
that he’s so curious. I love that quality in people. 
T: What’s your favorite activity and why?
RA: Reading, of course. I love the opportunities you 
can explore in reading. I grew up reading all the time, 
and it was a shared activity between me and my mom. 
I think it’s taken me far in life. I’ve been able to learn 
a lot.
T: Where did you work or study before coming to Me-
morial?
RA: I did my undergrad at the University of Illi-
nois and I got my Bachelor’s degree in English and 
secondary education. Then I taught in Arizona for 
two years, on the Navajo Nation – a Native Ameri-
can reservation and I taught high school English 9th 
and 10th graders. And then I came to Madison to 

go to Library school. I 
have my Master’s in Li-
brary and Information 
Studies. That brought 
me here. 
T: What is the ideal stu-
dent?
RA: A student who is 
compassionate, hard-
working, curious, and 
respectful. 
T: What was your favor-
ite class when you went 
to school?
RA: Creative writing. I 
took it senior year and 
I had it back-to-back 
with my English class. 
My teacher was Mr. 
Hurtig and he really let us have some freedom with 
the class and how to organize it. I didn’t even know 
I even liked creative writing – I had to take it as an 
elective - but I ended up loving it and it ended up as 
one of my hobbies. When I have spare time, I like to 
write poetry. 

 Incredibly, the newest staff of JMM includes 
more than just these guys. Look out for the next issue of 
Sword and Shield if you want to know who else is new 
to the school! But most of all Spartans, remember to be 
nice to these folks. Even though sometimes we feel like 
they’re out to get us, most teachers really are just look-
ing out for your best interests and trying to educate you 
not only in the classroom, but in life. After all, “I’m only 
doing this for the money” said no teacher ever. 
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social studies. I was just ready for 
a change and I wanted to get back 
at the high school level and I was 
lucky enough to land this job. 
T: What is the ideal student?
DC: I think the ideal student is 
the student who gets involved and 
is engaged in their learning and 
takes ownership for their learning. 
They’re thoughtful about what 
they’re doing. 
T: What was your favorite class 
when you went to school?
DC: I would say my favorite class 
in high school was a class called 
“American Problems”. In this 
class, you had to do this big proj-
ect and keep all of your notes in a 
scrapbook. The project was you 
had to “get married” to somebody 
and  then you and your partner—
for a semester—had to get like car 
insurance, do monthly budgets to 
figure how much it would go to 
school  or how much money you’d 
get in a job… Then you spun a 
wheel and something happened to 
you – it could have been a tragedy, 
an accident, winning the lottery, 
and you had to proceed for two 
more months based on whatever 
tragedy happened to you. We had 
to go to an insurance agent, sit 
down, talk to them, and get the 
pamphlet… We had to go to a 
bank to understand how you get a 
mortgage; you had to go to an em-
ployer… It was a super applicable 
class that you could find value in.

G E T  A  H E A D  S TA R T !

You are the future community leaders — 

the dreamers, innovators and entrepreneurs.
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